Are you interested in communication and marketing? Help us grow and take responsibility to develop and implement a strategy to establish Mitakus as a brand. Your creativity has no borders and we support you on your mission:

- **Scope**: Branding, Marketing & Growth
- **Start**: Anytime
- **Duration**: 3 (6) months full-time (part-time)

**Why join us**

- Work on a topic that matters! Help to reduce food waste!
- Become part of an inclusive, non-hierarchical team
- Work alongside like-minded people and benefit from extensive coaching
- **Flexible working hours**, and conditions tailored to your possibilities

**Who are we looking for**

We are looking for smart and curious people who have intrinsic motivation to immerse themselves in new technologies and topics.

Commitment, good communication and a hands-on mentality. Things don’t always go smoothly, so honest and frequent communication is particularly important.

**We are fighting Food Waste!**

Mitakus analytics is developing a SaaS that helps chefs & owners of canteens, restaurants and other gastronomy businesses with actionable analytics and insights. Our mission is to help gastronomes **reduce food waste** and become more profitable and sustainable, by providing precise demand predictions and menu recommendations.

Sounds exciting? Apply as a team or individual: rwolkow@mitakus.de | Roman Wolkow | www.mitakus.de